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Phase behaviour of hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline complexes
of alkoxycinnamic acids with 4,4¾ -bipyridine
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The hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline complexes of 4-n-alkoxycinnamic acids (nCNA: n 5 4–8,
10, 12, 16, 18, where n is the number of carbons in the alkoxy chain) with 4,4 ¾ -bipyridine
(BPy) have been prepared and characterized. The existence of smectic C, smectic A, and
nematic mesophases of these complexes was demonstrated by a combination of polarized
optical microscopy and X-ray diŒraction (XRD). In this H-bonded mesogenic structure, non-
mesogenic BPy functions as the core unit of the mesogen through the H-bond, as con� rmed
by infrared spectroscopy and XRD. A general comparison of nCNABPy with the benzoic
acid analogues (nOBA)2-BPy, showed that the elongated nCNABPy mesogen behaves as a
rod unit and increases the transition temperature. Smectic phases in nCNAs (5 < n < 12) were
induced on complexation with BPy. The favouring of smectic phases in these complexes
is believed to originate from the increment of polarity of the mesogen by intermolecular
H-bonding. With increasing chain length of the nCNABPy complexes the smectic C phase
becomes stabilized, like conventional rod–coil molecules.

1. Introduction to exhibit liquid crystalline behaviour due to hydrogen
The development of supramolecular chemistry involves bond formation were carboxylic acids [7]. These com-

the control of molecular interactions to yield well de� ned pounds dimerize through intermolecular hydrogen bonds
materials; the formation of supramolecular structures leading to a lengthening of the rigid-rod moiety, which
using small molecular components is of great chemical in turn induces liquid crystallinity. Many liquid crystal
and biological interest [1]. In liquid crystals, meso- systems containing hydrogen bonds that function between
morphism results from a proper combination of molecular identical molecules have been reported [8–11].
interactions and the shape of molecules. A conventional A new type of thermotropic supramolecular liquid
low molar mass liquid crystal comprises molecules con- crystal obtained by molecular recognition processes
sisting of a semi-rigid anisometric core attached normally through intermolecular hydrogen bonds were reported
to one or two alkyl chains [2]. It is the anisotropic by Kato and Fréchet [12] and Lehn et al. [13]. The
interactions between the cores that give rise to liquid novelty of these works lie with the use of hetero-
crystalline behaviour, while the role of the alkyl chains intermolecular bonds in order to assemble the mesogenic
is largely to reduce the transition temperatures of the core, i.e. the two interacting molecules are not identical;
material. In these molecules, the mesogenic core often such studies provide excellent examples of speci� c
contains phenyl rings connected via short unsaturated molecular recognition. After these � ndings, many liquid
linkages. In recent years, however, increasing research crystalline materials including low molar mass liquid
has focused on materials in which the core is assembled crystals, main or side chain liquid crystalline polymers,
via non-covalent bonding [3–6]. and ferroelectric liquid crystals have been prepared using

Hydrogen bonding is one of the key interactions for the intermolecular hydrogen bond [14–27].
chemical and biological process in nature due to its Mixtures of unlike hydrogen-bonded molecules pro-
stability, directionality, and dynamics. For molecular ducing liquid crystals frequently involve donor molecules
aggregates , hydrogen bonding plays an important role in derived from benzoic acids with acceptor molecules
the association of molecules. The � rst compounds found derived from pyridine and 4,4 ¾ -bipyridine [14, 15]. As

these systems had proved to be mesomorphic, we modi-
� ed the benzoic acids to include an additional conjugated*Author for correspondence; e-mail: wczin@postech.ac.kr
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710 Y.-S. Kang et al.

C C bond, thus enhancing the structural anisotropy. It 3. Results and discussion
3.1. T hermal properties of nCNA compounds and thewas reported that benzoic acids with pKa

~ 4 can yield
formation of nCNABPy complexeshydrogen-bonded complexes with pyridine derivatives

The thermal properties of nCNA compounds are given[28]. The pKa of benzoic acid is 4.19, while that of
in � gure 1. All of the nCNAs exhibit liquid crystallinecinnamic acid is 4.44 at 25 ß C [29]; thus cinnamic acids,
behaviour due to dimerization of the alkoxycinnamiclike benzoic acids, will be able to complex with various
acid unit [7 c]. 4,4 ¾ -Bipyridine is non-mesomorphic, andpyridine derivatives. This paper describes the phase
melts directly to the isotropic liquid at 114 ß C.behaviour of hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline com-

The hydrogen-bonded mesogenic structure formedplexes of n-alkoxycinnamic acids with 4,4 ¾ -bipyridine.
through complexation between H-bond donor andThe result is compared with the mesophase formation
acceptor moieties designed for the present study is shownof other hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline complexes,
in � gure 2. The technique used to form these complexesdescribed by others [14].
involves the dissolution of both components in THF,
causing the breaking of existing H-bonds within nCNA
dimers, followed by the slow evaporation of the THF,2. Experimental
resulting in the self-assembly of the � nal complexes.4-n-Alkoxycinnamic acids (nCNA: n 5 4–8, 10, 12, 16, 18,
Figure 2 displays the supramolecular structure of thiswhere n is the number of carbons in the alkoxy chain)
complex.were prepared according to known procedures [30, 31].

The formation of H-bonded liquid crystal complexes,The compounds were recrystallized from ethanol and then
as shown in � gure 2, was con� rmed by IR spectroscopicfrom ethyl acetate; the transition temperatures agreed
experiments. The IR spectra showed the characteristicwith published values [7 c]. nCNAs are mesomorphic
stretching bands (two bands centred around 2500 and

materials due to their dimerization. 4,4 ¾ -Bipyridine (BPy)
1900 cm Õ 1 ) resulting from self-association of carboxylic

was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and was
acid and pyridine through intermolecular hydrogen bond-

sublimed before use. The complexes of nCNA with BP
ing [28]. Figure 3 shows the IR spectra of 12CNABPy

examined in the present study were prepared by the
in the range 3500–1500 cm Õ 1 from room temperature

evaporation technique [32] from THF solution con-
to 190 ß C. The intensities of the bands at 2500 and

taining a 2 : 1 molar ratio of H-bond donor and acceptor
1900 cm Õ 1 decreased with temperature increase, and

moieties. The complex of nCNA with BPy is designated
then disappeared at the isotropic (I ) phase; on cooling

as nCNABPy.
the isotropic phase these two bands reappeared. The

Infrared (IR) spectra at various temperatures were
reappearance of these bands demonstrates that H-bonding

obtained using a Shimadzu FTIR 4300 spectrophoto-
between nCNA and BPy is thermally reversible.

meter. Sandwich cells were prepared by using a KBr

pellet with an accessible optical range of 5000–400 cm Õ 1;
the resolution was 4 cm Õ 1 . The sample holder was
heated by two cartridge heaters. A Perkin Elmer DSC-7

diŒerential scanning calorimeter was used to determine

the thermal transitions, with heating and cooling rates

of 10 ß C min Õ 1. A volatile aluminum sample pan was
used to minimize the evaporation of BPy in the iso-

tropic state. The optical textures of the mesophases were

studied with a Zeiss JENALAB-pol polarizing micro-

scope (magni� cation: 160 Ö ) equipped with a Linkam

LTS 350 hot stage and a TMS 93 temperature controller.

X-ray diŒractograms were obtained with synchrotron

radiation at the 3C2 and 4C2 X-ray beam line
(l 5 0.1608 nm) at the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory,

Korea. In-situ X-ray measurements were performed in the

transmission mode at various temperatures. The sample

holder was heated with two cartridge heaters, and the

temperature was monitored. A 7 mm thick Kapton � lm

window was used to contain the samples in the � uid

liquid crystalline states, and the scattered intensity from Figure 1. Thermal properties of nCNA compounds: transition
temperatures in ß C.the Kapton window was subtracted.
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711Hydrogen-bonded L C complexes

Figure 2. Hydrogen-bonded complexes of nCNAs with BPy.

3.2. Mesomorphic properties of nCNABPy complexes

nCNABPy complexes show enantiotropic liquid
crystalline behaviour, as revealed by diŒerential scanning

calorimetry (DSC) and polarizing optical microscopy

(POM). All the complexes behave similarly to the single

mesogenic component and show clear phase transitions.

The detailed phase behaviour of the complexes, however,

is diŒerent from those of each of the H-bond donor and

acceptor compounds. The thermal behaviour of the com-

plexes con� rms the selective formation of the H-bonded

mesogen, as shown in � gure 2. The phases and transition

temperatures of these compounds are summarized in

the table. The enthalpy changes of the nematic (N)–I

transition for nCNABPy with n 5 4–7 increase from 7.8

to 19.1 kJ mol Õ 1, and those of the smectic C (SmC)–I

transition for nCNABPy with n 5 10–18 increase from

27.5 to 32.7 kJ mol Õ 1 with the increase in length of

the alkoxy chain. However, the enthalpy changes of the

SmC–smectic A (SmA) transitions for nCNABPy with

n 5 6–8 are too small to be observed in DSC thermo-

grams; the transition temperature was therefore measured

by XRD (see later). A general comparison of nCNABPy

with the benzoic acid analogues, (nOBA)2-BPy, shows

that the transition temperatures of nCNABPy are

generally higher than those of (nOBA)2-BPy [14] because

the mesogenic length of nCNABPy is longer than that
Figure 3. Infrared spectra of 12CNABPy in the range of (nOBA)2-BPy.

3500–1500 cm Õ 1 at various temperatures: (a) room temper-
8CNA exhibits a nematic liquid crystalline phase. Onature, (b) 120 ß C, (c) 140 ß C, (d) 190 ß C, (e) room temperature

cooling from the isotropic liquid, the droplet growth of(cooling).

Table. Thermal transitions of nCNABPy complexes: data obtained from the second heating scan. Temperatures in ß C; enthalpies
(in parentheses) in kJ mol Õ 1.

Complex Phase transitions

4CNABPy Cr 150(41.8) N 166(7.8 ) I
5CNABPy Cr 137(30.0) SmA 146(0.6) N 162(9.4) I
6CNABPy Cr 132(30.0) SmC 150a ( Õ ) SmA 158(2.0) N 165(15.7) I
7CNABPy Cr 128(33.3) SmC 154a ( Õ ) SmA 159( Õ ) N 161(19.1)b I
8CNABPy Cr 134(39.0) SmC 162a ( Õ ) SmA 164(22.7) I
10CNABPy Cr 134(40.5) SmC 165(27.5) I
12CNABPy Cr 127(41.9) SmC 162(27.9) I
16CNABPy Cr 122(48.5) SmC 160(32.7) I
18CNABPy Cr 121(54.4) SmC 157(32.7) I

a Measured using X-ray diŒraction.
b Combined SmA–N–I transition.
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712 Y.-S. Kang et al.

texture can � rst be observed, with a � nal development
of schlieren texture, characteristic of a nematic phase,

� gure 4 (a) [33]. In contrast, the complexation of BPy

to 8CNA induces the formation of smectic mesophases.
Figure 4 (b) is a blurred schlieren texture of 8CNABPy

which is characteristic of a smectic C phase [33].

3.3. X-ray studies of nCNABPy complexes

To corroborate the molecular packing structure,

the mesophases of nCNABPy were investigated by
XRD. Figure 5 displays representative XRD patterns of

8CNABPy at various temperatures. Figure 5 (d), obtained

at room temperature , shows a number of sharp re� ections
in the wide angle region, indicating the crystalline nature

of 8CNABPy at ambient temperature. On heating from

its crystalline state, the sharp re� ections of 8CNABPy
disappeared and a diŒuse halo was visible in the wide

angle region, � gure 5 (e). Although there is a broad

amorphous halo in the wide angle, the half-width Dq
(scattering vector q 5 4p sin h/l) of the wide angle halo

increases from 3.0 nm Õ 1 (SmC) to 3.9 nm Õ 1 (I). This
result may suggest that there is short range ordering of

the mesogens in the smectic C liquid crystalline phase.

Figure 5 (b) exhibits the small angle XRD pattern at

140 ß C. The ratio of the positions of the two sharp peaks

denotes that 8CNABPy exhibits a lamellar structureFigure 4. Representative polarized optical micrographs (160 Ö )
at its mesophase. 8CNABPy undergoes isotropizationof the texture exhibited by (a) the nematic phase of 8CNA

at 160 ß C on cooling, (b) the smectic C phase of 8CNABPy at 164 ß C as shown in � gures 5 (c) and 5 ( f ). On cooling
at 140 ß C on cooling. the isotropic phase, the smectic phase reappeared. The

reappearance of the smectic morphology demonstrates

Figure 5. X-ray diŒractograms measured at diŒerent temperatures plotted against q ( 5 4p sin h/l) for 8CNABPy. (a) Small angle
and (d) wide angle XRD of the crystalline phase at room temperature; (b) small angle and (e) wide angle XRD of the smectic C
phase at 150 ß C; (c) small angle and ( f ) wide angle XRD of the isotropic phase at 170 ß C.
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713Hydrogen-bonded L C complexes

that the transition is thermally reversible and hence that
the phases of the H-bonded complex exist in equilibrium
at a certain temperature region.

To investigate the smectic phase of nCNABPy com-
plexes in more detail, X-ray measurement of the smectic
layer spacing d of nCNABPy was made as a function
of temperature. Representative plots of temperature-
dependent layer spacings for nCNABPy are shown in
� gure 6. 6CNABPy and 8CNABPy display the increase
in layer spacing as a function of increasing temperature,
and its levelling-out at the transition. On the other hand,
the layer spacing for 10CNABPy increases steadily with
temperature. With increase of temperature, the tilt of

Figure 7. Layer spacing as a function of the number of
the molecules with respect to the layer normal decreases,

carbon atoms in the alkoxy chain for 5–8CNABPy in the
thus causing the increase in layer thickness for SmC smectic A phase.
phase. Thus the tilt angle of H-bonded complexes in
the SmC phase is strongly temperature-dependent and
decreases to zero at the phase transition to a smectic A correlated to the length of the supramolecules. Thus

the intercept value 3.19 nm can be ascribed to the lengthphase like conventional calamitic (rod-like) mesogens
[34]. In the smectic A phase, the layer spacing decreases of the nCNABPy mesogenic moiety. The length of

the mesogenic moiety for nCNABPy was calculated toslowly with increasing temperature, as shown in � gure 6.
So nCNABPy complexes have SmC and SmA phases in be 3.08 nm when BPy lies between two cinnamic acid

molecules, whereas the mesogenic length for the nCNAthe range n 5 6–8, whereas only the SmC phase occurs
for n > 10. The existence of the SmA phase for nCNABPy dimer is 1.96 nm. These results together with IR spectra

con� rm that BPy functions as a core unit in the liquidwith n 5 5–7 could also be identi� ed by POM. On
heating, a dark texture was observed by POM between crystalline complex as shown in � gure 2.
birefringent SmC and N textures. This isotropic texture
under a homeotropic alignment indicates the optical 3.4. Phase behaviour of nCNABPy complexes

Figure 8 (a) illustrates the phase behaviour for theuniaxial nature of the molecular arrangement in the
SmA phase. nCNA series. As the chain length increases, smectic

properties begin to appear, and as the range of smecticFigure 7 shows layer spacings as a function of the
number of carbon atoms in the alkoxy chain, as phase increases, the range of the nematic phase decreases

with each successive chain increment, until in the hexa-measured in the smectic A phase. Since the molecules
are aligned orthogonally to the layer in the SmA phase, decyloxy and octadecyloxy compounds the smectic phase

alone is found. For nCNABPy, the type of mesophase isthe largest d spacing values of the SmA phase are
also dependent on the length of the alkoxy chain. The
variation of transition temperatures with the length of
alkoxy chain is shown in � gure 8 (b). It is clear that
increasing the alkoxy chain length on the cinnamic
acid stabilizes the nCNABPy smectic phase. Only a
nematic phase occurs for 4CNABPy; both smectic and
nematic phases for nCNABPy with n 5 5–7; and only
smectic phases for the others.

A comparison of � gures 8 (b) and 8 (a) shows that
smectic phase is more common in the nCNABPy series.
For example, the nCNA series show the nematic phase
up to 8CNA, while the nCNABPy series display smectic
phases from 5CNABP on. 8CNA shows a nematic phase
between 142 and 172 ß C, whereas 8CNABPy displays
smectic phases between 134 and 164 ß C. In 8CNABPy,
the bipyridine unit is inserted between H-bonded 8CNA
molecules, so the length of mesogen is increased. It is aFigure 6. Temperature dependence of the layer spacing of
somewhat striking result from the viewpoint of phase6CNABPy (solid square), 8CNABPy (solid triangle), and

10CNABPy (open circle). behaviour of rod-like mesogens, because most calamitic
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714 Y.-S. Kang et al.

Figure 8. Dependence of the transition temperature of (a) nCNA compounds and (b) nCNABPy complexes on the number of
carbon atoms in the alkoxy chains.

liquid crystalline molecules stabilize the nematic phase This work was supported by POSTECH Research
with increasing rod volume fraction. Our speculation Fund. The X-ray measurements were performed at the
is that in 8CNABPy, insertion of BPy induces a much Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (Beamlines 3C2 and 4C2).
stronger H-bond than does the acid dimer, thus the
polarity of the 8CNABPy mesogen must be larger
than that of 8CNA. Thus, due to increased interaction
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